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DOCUMENT TITLEIDESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE REPORTABLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATOR
C-BRP-04-0002 INADVERTENT SEGMENTATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION 4 No DM 01108/2004

REMOTE CAMERA MONITORING SYSTEM COAXIAL CABLE
A worker Inadvertenty cut the Radiation Protection Remote Camera
Monitoring System coaxial cable, Interrupting remote visual observation of
personnel working in the SFP, a Non-Permit Required Confined Space.

C-BRP-04-0003 VACUUM HOSE MELTED ON TEMPORARY LIGHTING 4 No DM 0110812004
While scabbting In the condenser bay, workers noticed that a vacuum hose
was melting on top of the temporary lighting for the room. This was
discovered because the condenser bay was getting dusty. The job was
stopped, the lines were walked down to look for blockage of the vacuum
hoses. Upon Inspection the burnt hose was discovered, and found to be the
source of the dust.

C-BRP-04-0004 FAILURE TO CONTACT THE RP GROUP PRIOR TO WORK START-UP 4 No DM 0110812004
Workers were briefed and Instructed to remove the Jib Crane located In the
tank farm. The workers rigged the Jib Crane and laid it down, scabbled the
cut lines and torch cut the Jib Crane Into sections to be placed In a B-25 box
which was rigged and placed Into the tank farm. These tasks were performed
prior to contacting the assigned HP Techs. (Scabbling, tool release from CA).
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DOCUMENT TITLEIDESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE REPORTABLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATORC-BRP-04-0005 NON COMPLIANT SHIPMENT OF LAUNDRY RECEIVED 4 No RP 01/09/2004Upon arrival of the Unitech laundry truck, it was noticed that there were 14
containers in the van Instead of the 3 that were expected. Big Rocks laundry
was not included In the shipment. Further Investigation revealed open
containers that should be mechanically sealed per DOT regulations. The
laundry in the van belonged to several different vendors.

C-BRP-04-0006 POTENTIAL ADVERSE TREND IN RP PRACTICES
A concern has arisen during the review of recent condition reports that may
Indicate Issues In Implementing radiological controls. The condition reports
address very low threshold Issues. However. the significance of radiological
controls to the decommissioning of BRP warrants a detailed review of this
area to determine if corrective/preventative actions are required.

2 No SG 01/0912004 DARRAH LE

C-BRP-04-0007 DAMAGED PULL BOX COVER
While performing snow removal on the road to the Radwaste Office Trail, thefront end loader Inadvertently ran over the telephone pull box causing the lid to
become crushed.

4 No 01/1212004

C-BRP-04-0008 BACK INJURY REPORTED - SAFETY
Worker was performing BMR surveys. He finished the section assigned to
him and noticed his back ached. Worker requested to leave work early to
rest. Worker experienced extreme pain that evening and went to the
Emergency Room. Worker was diagnosed with a hemiated disk of the back.

2 No RP 01/13/2004 ZAWISZA TA
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qll;NIFICA&Nrr REPORTAB3LE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATORDOCUMENT

C-BRP-04-0009

TITLEIDESCRIPTION

TRASH SORT FINDINGS
During rad-trash sorting, found three flashlights with bulbs and batteries, (14)
additional light bulbs, (2) full cans of 'Rad-Con' foam, and an encapsulant
sprayer half full of encapsulant. These bags were from the Reactor Deck and
were labeled BNFL.

�IflMFI�AN(�F RFPORTAHLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATOR
4 No RP 01/14/2004

C-BRP-04-0010

C-BRP-04-001i

INCORRECT USE OF SAM (SMALL ARTICLE MONITOR)
Incorrect use of the SAM by a craft worker to release a MSA passport air
monitor from the RCA.

SCRAPED HAND - SAFETY
Worker scraped his right hand while performing BMR surveys.

4 No

No

RP

RP

01114t2004

01/14120044

C-BRP-04-0012 BROKEN POWER CABLE
While performing snow removal In the main parking, the front-end loader
broke the power cable that feeds the radwaste building. This cable was
located on the south side of the building where the snow was being stock
piled.

4 No DM 01115/2004

C-BRP-04-0013 SHOULDER DISCOMFORT - SAFETY
Discomfort in workers right shoulder following BMR survey.

4 No RP 01/15/2004
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DOCUMENT TITLEIDESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE REPORTABLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATOR

C-BRP-04-0014 SUSPICIOUS MATERIAL FOUND 3 No DM 01/15/2004 RYBINSKI C
The Asbestos Supervisor was notified by a worker of some material that was
of some concern (possible Asbestos), that was located around the SFP skid
area. Upon further Investigation it was deemed necessary to regulate the area
as an 'Asbestos Regulated Area' due to the suspect material.

C.BRP-04-0015

C-BRP-04.001 6

INCOMING LAUNDRY DISCREPANCIES
While performing an incoming laundry survey the following discrepancies
were noted: (1) Both laundry boxes Included Items not used at BRP (skull
caps, black and yellow rubber shoe covers, launderable decon rags and mop
heads). (2) Box #6 had no inventory list which made it hard to determine the
percentage of laundry to be surveyed. (3) Of the Items surveyed In box #6;
Initial percentage, a nylon shoe cover failed with a 30k cpm particle. Second
percentage failed a glove with 12k cpm fixed contamination.

WORKER TRIPS ON UNSECURED SLIP GUARD - SAFETY
A worker caught her boot on an unsecured piece of slip guard while stepping
from the roadway to the elevated walkway platform located on the west side of
the security I RAC building. Worker tell forward onto her knees; medical
attention was not requested at this time.
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RP

RP

01/20/2004

01/20/2004
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DOCUMENT TITLEIDESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE REPORTABLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATOR

C-BRP-04-0017 RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND EFFLUENT
SAMPLING DEFICIENCIES
During audit 2003-02, NPAD Identified Instances of non-compliance with
Radiological Environmental MonitorIng and Effluent Sampling procedure CLP-
09. (1) CLP-09 step 5.4.2 requires RP&ES to periodically (suggested
annually) audit sample collection activities performed In support of the BRP
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program to verify compliance with
sample collection technique requirements. (2) CLP-09 steps 5.1.1 & 5.2.1
require RP&ES to review forms CLP.09-1 (REMPIRETS Monthly Sample
Collection Checklist) and CLP-09-02 (REMPJRETS Quarterly Sample
Analysis Results) to verify that samples and analyses meet ODCM
requirments. The Auditor noted that workers do not use the reference
attachments (CLP-09-01 & 2), but are using computer-based spreadsheets.
The spreadsheets do not provide clear Indication of completion of all required
samples and analyses. (The Assessor reviewed additional Information to
verify that all required samples were collected and analyzed).

3 No SG 01/20/2004 GOBLE TA

C-BRP-04-001 8 RADIOLOGICAL POSTING WEAKNESSES
During audit 2003-02, NPAD noted several examples of radiological posting
deficiencies and weaknesses. Deficiencies noted Included: - No posting at a
vehicle gate to the old 'tank farm, postings at different entrances to the same
area were not conistent with one another; redundant postings existed for
sphere radiation area; multiple stanchions not secured as required by the
governing procedure; and use of an Insert not described In the governing
procedure for posting; Other weaknesses noted Included; - Some posting
used handwritten Inserts. The use of printed or electronically generated
inserts would improve legibility. The governing procedure (RP-30) permits
including other postings or additional information, when approved by the RP
Superintendent. However, the procedure does not provide guidance as to
how this approval is to be documented.

4 No SG 0112112004
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DOCUMENT TITLEJDESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE REPORTABLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATOR

C-BRP-04-0019 RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY DEFICIENCIES 4 No SG 01/20/2004
During audit 2003-02, NPAD noted deficiencies with radiological surveys.
The deficiencies noted Included: Survey 20031456, Reactor Deck (Spent
Fuel Pool). completed 1 0/16/03 did not provide a dear Indication of the
conditions. Two dose rates were shown (7.000 mrem/hr and 2.000-3,000
mrem/hr). A reviewer cannot determine If the 2000-3000 dose rate Is a hot
spot or a general area (GA) dose rate. (The survey did not show the usual
format of two dose rates separted by a slash to Indicate contact and GA dose
rates). The airborne concentration section of the survey sheet header was
Initially N/Ad. The N/A was subsequently fined-out and ialed. However, no
additional Information was added to the section. Surveys 20031456 and 66,
weekly surveys of SFP 585 573 and Per. Lock Laydown completed 10123/03,
indicated that smears were taken; however the sections for recording the
contamination levels were N/Ad. The survey header provides sections for
recording the High Dose Rate and the General Dose Rate. On five of the
surveys reviewed, the High Dose Rate Is a contact dose rate and the same
value was recorded In the General Dose Rate section.

C-BRP-04-0020 INFORMAL WORK REQUEST SCREENING PROCESS
Section 7.4 of Admin Procedure D3.3 Work Management Process',
discussed the requirements for screening and evaluating work requests. It
provides numerous criteria that the proposed activity must satisfy to be
performed as a work request activity. Proposed activities failing to meet the
criteria require additional planning.

3 No SG 01/21/2004 TRUBILOWICZ

C-BRP-04-0021 VSFP-23 VALVE BODY FAILURE
Water was not drained from SFP lines and froze with no heat In sphere.
When water froze In VSFP-23 it expanded causing valve body to crack.
When workers started cutting piping, vibration caused valve to separate, valve
fell -4 ft. to deck, partially outside contamination boundary. Ice In valve
scattered Into clean area and melted depositing contamination (From SFP
Water). 10 mr/hr hot particle found area of valve breach.

4 No DM 01/13/2004
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DOCUMENT TITLEIDESCRIPTION SIGNIFICANCE REPORTABLE ORIG. DEPT. ORIG. DATE EVALUATOR

C.BRP.04-0022 BRUISED RIBS - SAFETY 4 No DM 01/2212004
While picking up a 50 2' hose off a pallet In the condenser bay, the workers
knee gave out and sent him crashing down chest first into a lead B-1 2 box.

C-BRP-04-0023 IMPROPERLY ADMINSTERED FFD TESTS
On 1/1512004, It was determined that 2 contractor employees needed For
Cause Drug Tests. Two Alco-sensor tests were administered to two
Individuals. The following actions failed to adhere to the requirements of FFD-
02 'Fitness for Duty Collection Site Procedures": the second set of 2 Alco-
sensor tests was not given, form FFD-02, Attachment 11 was not completed,
a urine drug test was not administered after the breath alcohol test,
Information was not recorded in the permanent record book. Neither of the
employees were granted or intended to be granted access to the ISFSI.

3 No SG 01/2212004 ZIENERT EK

C-BRP-03-0285 REMOVAL OF MATERIAL FROM A CONTAMINATED AREA WITHOUT
RP SURVEY
During SFP demolition activities, workers removed a B-25 box of debris from
the bottom of the SFP and placed It across the contaminated area boundary
into a clean area without being surveyed by RP for loose contamination.

4 No RP 12124/2003
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